Valery KUBAREV
Power metropolis
Russia and for a long time does not suffice Russian people of national idea and the global project of
the next Millennium.
I believe, that Russia in XXI centuries should become world power Empire with the device of a society
and the state on the basis of Orthodox Freedom and Democracy. Actually Russia will turn in world power
metropolis.
The mother country will capture East hemisphere of the Earth where the countries with much milliard
population are located that makes more than 75 % of a universal population, fast-growing economy and
growth needs for the electric power and energy carriers. The western hemisphere will always lag behind from
East quantity of consumers and in volume of the power market. The disproportion will grow year by year.
Besides any global projects at realization in the Western hemisphere, and particularly in the USA a priori will
at 5-10 time more dearly, than in Russia.
The power of any country in the near future will be defined not by presence of technologies, the
scientific staff, resources of raw material, quantity of the real estate, stocks of gold and currency. Currency of
the future will be energy, joules or kW - hours. Without energy it is impossible to work to factories,
technological processes, housing and communal services, to transport, etc.
Energy is the universal goods, a universal equivalent.
Propagation of the West continuously forms world public opinion that it is prestigious to make
computers, automobiles, a luxury goods, the consumer goods. Technologies solve all. Yes decide, but without
energy and energy carriers they are insignificant. It is not necessary to Russia to assimilate to the West or
China, Japan and Southeast Asia. They are able to do these goods, well and it is fine. We shall buy them.
What is Russia able to do? In Russia at a high level the electro power branch, an oil-and-gas complex
(Gazprom and the oil companies), system of distribution of the electric power (Russian Open Society "United
Power Systems"), system of pipelines (Transneft, Transnefteproduct), the aviation and space industry,
military-industrial complex (MIC) cost.
These are necessary and sufficient components of transformation of Russia in power mother country.
What occurs to these components last years? The West by means of continuous pressure upon
Russia and use of the fifth колоны on behalf of members of groups of anonymous authority achieves
destruction of these branches of a national economy. Under a pretext of "liberalization", and actually
destructions, try to split monopoly of Gazprom, the Russian Open Society "United Power Systems" and to
make of them tens small companies, having sold out in private hands. The enterprises of electric power
industry, aircraft, astronautics, MIC are exposed to similar attack. It is a true sign on attack of groups of
anonymous authority on our geopolitics potential. Therefore anticipatory impact of the state on clarification of
a management of the companies Gazprom, the Russian Open Society "United Power Systems" and other
state structures from members of groups of anonymous authority which activity is directed on undermining of
the Russian statehood and economy is necessary.
For realization of the project of power mother country it is necessary to found joint-stock Global Power
Company (GPC). From 100 % of actions of 10 % should belong to citizens of Russia. Actions should be
nominal face value on 1000 rubles. Each citizen without dependence from age should redeem within a year
her at the company. Actions can be transferred only by right of succession. To sell or pawn actions it is
impossible within 20 years. 9 % of actions will act in exchange sale only for physical persons, citizens of
Russia. 51 % of actions will belong to the state. The rest of 30 % of actions will act in free sale to the
international investors after definition of quotations in the Russian market. Total authorized capital GPC will
make 1500 billion rubles.
In GPC it is necessary to include structural divisions Gazprom, the Russian Open Society "United
Power Systems", the oil and transport companies. It is necessary to nationalize power stations, other making
capacities.
Citizens of Russia will be co-owners of the largest world power company. Begin to receive the income
and to pay energy carriers and the electric power not on world, and under inside corporate prices. Well-being
of the country and each separate citizen will be entirely and to depend on joint work and realization of the
global project completely.
Realization GPC will consist of three stages. On time it will borrow about 20 years. Citizens of Russia
will start to receive profit from second year of activity of the company, receiving a share from realization of
energy carriers on export and inside the country.
The first stage.
1. Nationalization or de privatization oil-gas the obtaining and processing enterprises and power
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stations with formation of the control share holding belonging to the state.
2. Putting in order in export of power resources, formation of the export exchange prices. Sale of power
resources only for rubles. Opening of the Russian raw stock exchange.
3. Definition of the minimal threshold of the prices for power resources. At attempts of the western
consumers to reduce of the price is lower than this threshold to perceive these actions as economic
terrorism with necessity of adequate measures down to application of military force or preventive
impacts.
4. The beginning of studying, designing and construction of thermonuclear power stations.
5. Restoration of the space program "Buran" and ракетоносителя "Energy".
6. Reduction of Armed forces of Russia the efficient condition, full re equipment of Army and Fleet.
The second stage.
1. Introduction in build the first samples of thermonuclear power stations.
2. Construction мусороперерабатывающих factories on manufacture of diesel fuel and gasoline from
waste products. Preparation for possible exhaustion of natural stocks of oil and gas.
3. Formation of system of linear electro supply for the nearest neighbors of Russia, its allies and
partners.
4. Preparation and the beginning of creation of a space grouping of orbital supply by the electric power
of consumers of the MICROWAVE beams in various places East hemisphere, and it is probable also
Western.
5. Preparation and studying of creation of elements of system of Stratospheric Solar Power.
6. Preparation, construction and re equipment of working pipelines for swapping gaseous hydrogen.
The third stage.
1. Introduction in build thermonuclear power stations on levels of capacity Billions in kW in sparsely
populated areas of steppes of Russia and Kazakhstan, and also Siberia and the Far East. It is
necessary for station to place in a mouth of Volga, on Ob, Yenisei, Baikal, Amur and Lena.
2. Manufactures of hydrogen and oxygen from river water. Transportation Hydrogen on pipelines to
consumers. Emission released Oxygen in an atmosphere. Transfer of the electric power on wires and
to re transmitters to consumers in all parts of planet.
3. Introduction in build a stratospheric grouping of solar power.
4. Introduction in build an orbital grouping of redistribution and supply by the electric power of
consumers in practically anyone regions of the world.
5. Full transition to nonlinear electro supply large consumers of the electric power.
6. Transition to manufacture hydro carbonic топлив from waste products and vegetative weight,
manufacture of hydrogen and oxygen from water.
For realization of the specified project carrying out of a huge complex of actions of system,
technological and scientific and technical character is necessary. Performance of the project will provide with
work and a prosperity all population of Russia, some tens thousand tons will lead to a new stage of scientific
and technical revolution, development of a space, a conclusion to a geostationary orbit of relaying stations in
weight. Not to one nations of the world not on forces to realize this program, except for Russia. Theoretically,
the USA can make a competition of Russia only, but economically it is not possible. Construction of power
stations of similar type probably only in sparsely populated areas of Canada.
Russia can become world mother country on manufacture of the electric power, energy carriers, a
monopolist on manufacture of thermonuclear energy, system of nonlinear delivery of an electricity to
consumers. Recycling of waste products becomes the basic source of hydro carbonic raw material that will
allow to improve an ecological condition of an environment. Additional charging of an atmosphere of a planet
by oxygen will allow to reduce essentially pollution of biosphere by products of combustion of usual energy
carriers.
Transformation of Russia into power mother country realizes geopolitics position of Russia in an economic
component, will transform work and talents of Russian people into the universal goods. Will provide peaceful
co-existence of Russia in the world community with full economic and technological dependence of the
majority of the countries of the Earth on Russia. Russian people becomes prospering, free and economically
independent. Economic and political value of Russia will transform her into the center of a world civilization
without wars, hatred, conflicts and infringement of the rights and freedom of people. The market economy will
give a necessary spectrum of the goods and services for the population.
Citizenship in Russia becomes the award for our people. It will provide not only the public importance, but
also an economic gain of participation in GPC and reception of the preferential corporate prices for energy
carriers. Thus, we can guarantee real orthodox democracy and rights and freedom of the citizens.
Concessionary terms of access to energy carriers will be received by our allies and friends.
Energy and ruble will supervise the world.
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